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John Paul was pope during the Polish
revolution and the fall of communism
in Eastern Europe in the 1980s,
As pope, John Paul repaired relations
between Catholics and Jews, met with
YasserArafat, and was the first pope to
step foot in a mosque when he visited
Damascus, Syria, in May 200L
John Paul's papacy also saw the sex
abuse scandal that sent the church
into moral crisis, In 2002, the pope
summoned U,S, cardinals over the sex
abuse scandal and declared "there is
no place in priesthood for those who
would harm the young."
President Bush said the pope was an
"inspiration" to millions <ifAmericans
Players leave women's
hoops program
and called him one of history's great-
est moral leaders.
"The Catholic Church has lost its
shepherd, the world has lost a champi-
on of human freedom, anda good and
faithful servant ofGod has been called
home," Bush said.
Bush has ordered flags to be flown at \
half-staff in honor of the pope. .'\
All the major television networks had I.
reporters standing by at the Vatican iM'
anticipation of the pope's death. I; j
Pope John Paul II was born Kat'
Iozef Wojtyla on May 18, 1920, i
Wadowice, Poland. :
(Sources: Associated Press, NPR;
and White House) ,;
l.
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, ' ,,:( Square below the pope's apartment as
(.', ,,' Pope John Paul II, who led the Undersecretary of State Archbishop
',';,.:;:, Roman Catholic Church for 26 years, Leonardo Sandri told them, "We all
i'i;,~j:died Saturday night, after a well-pub- feel like orphans this evening."
: ,,' ;' licized illness, in his Vatican apart- Since his stunning election in 1978
>' " <~:ment. He was 84. (John Paul was the first non-Italian
Of· ,. According the Associated Press, pope tn-tss yearsj.Iohn Paulpreached
Vatican officials announced in an e-, against consumerism, contraception,
mail to journalists that the pope died and abortion.
at 9:37 p.m. (2:37 p.m, EST). In 2003, the pope started a global
John Paul gave a written farewell campaign against gay marriage.
statement: "I am happy and you A native of Poland, John Paul spoke
should be as well." The statement was out against, communism and' called
written with great difficulty, accord- for an end to the arms race between
. ing an Australian newspaper. the United States and Soviet Union.
ASBSU Senators Jared Dunn, Sasa Zuko, and Whatlyne Frederick take the oath 01 ollice.
ASBSU recognizes student organizations
ASBSUSimlor Justice Baxter Andrews swears in Joe Holladay as president.
B'it ou STI~ LAPRAY 2004-05 Associated Students
NewsWriter of Boise State University is no
more. A new president, vice
Rollover, recognition, and president, and 14 new senators
the changing of the guard: The began careers in student gov·
ernment at the 2005 ASBSU
Hall of Fame and Student
Organization Recognition
Awards Ceremony,
Wednesday, March 30, 2005,
at the Powerhouse Events
Center in Boise.
The ceremony celebrates
the achievement of indio
viduals and groups on and
around campus for their
work throughout the year.
The event was' catered and
filled with active members of
Boise State University, both
students and staff.
Many students and staff
members were presented
with awards (see box). The
late Margie Van Vooren was
given the David S.Taylor Service
to Students Award for her 20
years of service as the dean of
students. Her husband received
the award on her behalf to a
standing ovation. She died on
March 7, 2005, from heart relat-
ed complications. "If she were
here, she'd tell you how proud
she is of all of you students. You
were her passion. She'd say, 'You
rock!"
The Adviser of the YearAward
went to Karen West, for the
Alpha Xi Delta Fraternity. West
continued to work, despite un-
dergoing surgery and being in a
wheelchair.
Heather Gribble was award-
ed Volunteer of the Year by the
Student Programs Board.
"The only thing she knows
how to do really, really well i~
volunteer," Student Programs
Board Director Sarah Bromley
said. "She is so genuine."
. Many others were awarded
and cheered for their work for
this community. ,
The newly elected Associate?
See ASBSU[paqa 3J
College Ilriue-ln closed
for good on Friday
BY MARIRNABEKKER
ASSistantNewsEditor
After 34 years of serving burgers and
fries to Boise State students and other
locals, the College Drive-In closed its
doors forever at 5 p.m. last Friday.
Owner Bill Parsons opened the res-
taurant in June of 1971,when BSUwas
a junior college and University Drive
was College Boulevard. Across the
street from the restaurant was a pas-
ture, which is now BSU's engineering
and technology building.
The College Drive-In's famous Bronco Burger, now
$2.39, at one time only cost 75 cents.
"Alothas changed around here, n Parsons said.
The only thing that has not changed is the yellow
and green menu sign. It is the original from when the
restaurant first opened.
Parson signed papers on Thursday afternoon to
sell the property to Boise State. He doesn't
plan on re-opening at another location,
and he believes that the College Drive-
In will not remain a restaurant.
"It's a hard thing to do, but I think it's
time," Parsons said.
University Communications Director
Frank Zang said that the sale has not
See Orlue-In [paqa 31
Student orientation program
prepares freshmen
BY ANNAOEMETRIAOES
Spsctal to TheArbiter
students once every couple' of
months to discuss how the student
is doing with classes, work, or any-
thing else that might effect his or
her scholastic success.
Steve Marick, a second year
team member, is one of three se-
nior orientation leaders. His de-
scription of working with' Rob fits
the overall attitude conveyed by
the other leaders. His door is al-
ways open, and if not, he is prob-
ably in a meeting discussing how
to bring more enthusiasm to the
campus.
Dennis and his team use their
enthusiasm to invite new students
into th.e mix. By putting incoming
Rob Dennis, director of the new
student orientation program, is
standing outside his sunny little
office laughing with a group of
Boise State students. They are his
team. Together they help fight the
low return rate of BSU freshmen.
An average of only 63 percent of
freshmen return each year.
His team consists of 20 to 25 ori-
entation leaders. These BSU stu-
dents volunteer their time to help
make new students feel welcome
and to monitor their progress
throughout the first year.'
Whether it's a call or an email,
they find time to contact all new See Orlent.at.lon [page 31
~he wonder years: Religion on campus takes a leap of faith
BY MARYGRACELUCRS
NawsWriter
Four lanes of University Drive traffic sepa-
rate Boise State students from multiple reli-
gious facilities across the street. But distance
may not be the only factor-keeping students
out of the pews.
Many students may not cross the street sim-
ply based on habits of questioning that arise
from the constant introduction of different
philosophical viewpoints inclasses.
According to a 2003 study, roughly 56% of
BSU students "consider themselves to be reli ..
gious."
But that mayor may not reflect the general
trend of questioning that can be a part of step-
ping onto a college campus.
. "The late teens to the early twenties is atypi-
cal time for people ronot be going to church,"
81.'Paul Campus Minister' and Professor
Stephanie Augsburger, president of the BSU
Baha'i Faith Association, says that, in contrast
to many religious groups, the Baha'i faith ac-
tually attracts increasing numbers of believ-'
ers in their twenties. She attributes this to the
faith's overall encouragement of truth seek-
ing,
In addition, Augsburger says people in gen-
eral have a natural tendency towards believ-
ing ina higher power. "When people are really
sure of their faith, they have a placeto fall back
on. It makes things easier."
1'koro says that people tend to settle in II:bit
more to their faith around the age of 38 years,
or so. He says in' the meantime; he. enjoys
working With students who are active in many :
religions. ·We fell pretty blessed on this call1,"
pus. We like these folks."
Emeritus of Economics Chuck Skoro says. He
explains that coming-of-age uncertainties
translate easily into questions of faith, espe-
cially for those who wish to satisfy their curio,
osity about a variety of religions or often none
at all. '
"People always wantto find out for them-
selves," says Becky Boyle, president of the
Later Day Saints Student Association. But
she also says having faith is not necessarily.
at odds with attending class, "I think the two
work very well in tandem."
Skoro says that college campuses in general
can foster an environment of wondering sim-
ply due tothe fact that so many viewpoints are
descending on students at once. '
He says many college campuses, in hopes of
letting a diversity of opinions be heard, may
tend to encourage a more relativistic morality
overall. "Some of the leastreligious people sta-
tistically are college professors," Skoro says. '
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Sunnis' exclusion from
political process stokes
fears of civil war
BAGHDAD. Iraq - While
American officials point to the
bargaining among Shiite Muslim
and Kurdish politicians over an
interim Iraqi government as evi-
dence that democracy is taking
hold in Iraq, some Iraqi analysts
and politicians are. increasingly
worried about the group that's
missing from the equation: Sunni
Muslims.
Almost two months after na-
tional elections, Iraq's Sunni
minority remains fragmented
and largely alienated from the
horse-trading. If that continues,
the group that's long dominated
Iraq could find itself shut out of
December's prime ministerial
election as it was on Jan. 30,when
Sunnis won only a few seats in
Iraq's new parliament.
Asked about Kurdish demands
for 25 percent of the nation's
oil revenues, Faraj al Haidari,
a spokesman for the' Kurdish
Democratic Party, said that the
Kurds are entitled to a consider-
able stake of the country's wealth
because of their suffering under
former dictator Saddam Hussein,
aSunni.
The Kurds have agreed, on
paper at least, to absorb their
Peshmerga militia into the na-
tion's security forces, but the
militia members will remain in
Kurdistan.
Politicians and analysts in Iraq
agree that the insurgency could
broaden and intensify, and per-
haps even threaten civil war, if
mainstream Sunnis continue to
feel disenfranchised.
While Sunnis make up some
20 percent of Iraq's population,
they comprise most of its bureau-
cr~tic, technological and military
elite, largely because of favorit-
ism by Saddam.
national .
Bush budget aims
to eliminate Perkins
loans, increase Pell
Grants by $100
Students who rely"on Perkins
Loans for financial assistance
may find the program cut as
early as 2006, depending on
Congressional approval of
President Bush's budget.
If approved, the proposed 2006
budget seeks to free up nearly $4.3
. billion by eliminating 48 educa-
tional programs, including the
Federal Perkins Loan Program,
which provides financial assis-
tance to low-income students. To
offset the cuts, the budget raises
the maximum for Pell Grants by
$100over the next five years.
"We want to eliminate the
[Perkins Loan] program and raise
the money for Pell Grants which
go to all kids and don't have to
be repaid," said Jane Glickman,
a spokeswoman with the U.S.
Department of Education. "We
are in favor of eliminating the
Perkins program because it only
goes to about :1 percent of post-
secondary students at a limited
number of schools, and we don't
feel that it's equitable."
"The combined Pell increase
and loan increase are all intend-
ed to lessen the impact of the loss
of the federal share of the Perkins
Loan fund," Glickman said.
Not so, says Andrew Stringer of
the Coalition ofHigher Education
Assistance Organizations, a lob-
bying finn for schools and other
organizations who work to pro-
mote access to higher education.
"Students need to be concerned
about this because it's their fi-
nancial aid dollars that are being
taken away," Stringer said. "The
increase in the Pell Grant is go-
ing to be $100 a year for the next
five years and so that would be
at most $500, while the average
Perkins Loan is $2,000.When you
do the math, the net loss to stu-
dents would be at least $1,500." ..
local/bsu
Boise State presents
special education event
on autism spectrum
disorders .
The Boise State University
Center for Health Policy and
Princeton Autism Technology
Inc., in collaboration with the
University of Washington Tele-
Education Network, will pres-
ent a three-part lecture by James
Ball on autism spectrum disor-
ders (ASD).Ball will speak from
9:15a.m.-12:30 p.m. on Thursday,
April 7,in Room 1160ftheSimpiot
Micron Building.
Toattend the free event, RSVPto
Sharon Oberleitner at (208) 426-
5463. Pay parking is available in
the parking garage at University
Drive and Brady Street.
Ball, an internationally recog-
nized educator, will outline his
strategies for developing effective
learning environments for stu-
dents with autism, his experienc-
es in developing behavior man-
agement strategies for students
with autism, and his success in
implementing methods for pro-
viding a structured approach to
teaching social skills to students
with autism.
Ball's presentation will be
broadcast live' through the
University of Washington Tele-
Education Network. This event is
supported in part by a grant from
the Doug Flutie Jr. Foundation·
to Princeton Autism Technology
Inc., with additional support pro-
vided by TalkAutism.
Ball is currently the vice presi-
dent of autism services at YCSI
Sawtelle Learning Center. His
consultation work includes school
districts in New Jersey,New York,
Texas,Maryland, and Hawaii.
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tiiii EXTENDED STUDIES I
LEmIN~ ommo FOR TOUR lI:EI
Registration for summer begins March 28.
Classes fill quickly, so register soon at broncoweb.boisestate.edu
For moreinformotioil, call (208) 426-1709
or visit us online at
www.boisestate.edu/extendedstudies
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VSBprepares for
annual "Shack City'
sonal and professional leadership
growth beyond graduation.
Watch the NCAA.
tournament on the big
screen
Boise State University and the'
Volunteer' Services Board will
host the second annual Shack
City event April 8-9, on the Quad.
Shack City is an effort to raise
awareness about homelessness in
Idaho and worldwide. At1p.m. on
Friday, April 8, participants will
begin construction of the most-
ly-cardboard city. Participants
will be invited to stay the night
of April 8 in the city. and will be
allowed to bring one sleeping bag
and one pillow. There will be en-
tertainment and a guest speaker,
and the public is invited.
The next morning, participants
may attend a university Service
Saturday event, where they will
have the opportunity to volun-
teer at local businesses such as
the Idaho Foodbank.
Sue Cobblie of the Idaho'
Foodbank will lead participants
in a poverty tour of local shelters
on Saturday. Several agencies will
be on hand to explain how partic-
ipants can help fight poverty.
Put yourself in the basket-
ball tournament action! You
can watch the NCAAbasketball
championship game at 6 p.m. to-
night, at the Student Union Brava!
Stage. Abig-screen TVwill be set
up for the game .
The event is free, and includes
refreshments and prizes. It is
sponsored by Coca-Cola.
what. t.he?
And I'll need their
photos, too
Soon after Britain passed free-
dom-of-information laws, a lone-
lywoman filed a request with her
local police force designed to help
her find a man in uniform.
She asked Hampshire police
officials to provide her with the
names of all "eligible bachelors
within Hampshire constabulary
between the ages of35 and 49."
She also asked for their "sal-
ary details and pension values."
Request denied. .
Boise State inducts
Founders' Leadership
Society members
Several 2005 Boise State
University graduates will be in-
ducted into the 2005 class of the
Founders' Leadership Society
on Wednesday, April 6. Society
members are invited to meet an-
nually for learning and network-
ing opportunities. Criteria for the
award include leadership skills,
commitment to service, an ap-
preciation for diversity, and aca-
demic achievement.
The society was established to
recognize graduating students
for their outstanding leadership
involvement, both, on campus
and in the community. Induction
into the prestigious society will
provide students with opportu-
nities to mentor other students
and to participate in meaningful
activities to enhance their per-
This could be part of
the problem
Tocombat the truancy problem
in Tennessee schools, prosecu-
tors called an important meeting
of parents of those children who
were repeatedly absent.
About 40 percent of the adults
didn't show up.
ALTOID
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Adviser of theYear:
Karen West, Alpha Xi Delta Fraternity.
Student Organi~aUonoftheYear: ..
The Society ofHispanic Professional Engineers.
The David S.Taylor Service to Students Award:
Margie VanVooren, BSU'sDean of Students. (posthumously)
ASBSUAt-Large Senators: ASBSUCollege Senators:
Mike Bobic Troy Richard Brosten, graduate
Antonio Bommarito Christian Busnardo, education
Dang Du LaTisha Clark, engineering
TexleEvans Jared Keith Dunn, applied technology
Russell O'Leary Whatlyne Frederick, healthsciences
Phetsamay JoyOlson Katie J0 Rupert, arta and sciences
Wyatt S.Parke Brandon J. Stoker, social sci.and public affairs
Steven Rossland Sasa Zuko, business and economlcs
Drlue -In [from page 11
yet been finalized, and he doesn't
know when it will be. It is con-
firmed that Boise State made an
offer and that Parsons accepted it.
Zang said that because the cam-
pus is growing so rapidly, BSUhas
had to look at properties like the
. news 13.RP A Ii 2005
ASBSU [Irampage 1]
actions and the 70-plus pieces of leg-
islation that passed through Its cham-
ber in the past year. He thanked the
judicial for "keeping us in line," and
he thanked all the students who voted
in the ASBSUelections (some 10 per-
cent of the student population, which
is above the national average).
. The new Senate and administration
now must take on the task of running
the student government. They will
pass and table legislation concerning
law, activities, and student life.
Students of Boise State University of-
ficers stood on the Powerhouse stage,
swore allegiance to BSUand to uphold
the constitution and laws of ASBSU.
Twelve new senators will take their
seats, and a new executive branch now
rules.
In his presidential address, Joe
Holladay promised three things: tra-
dition, tradition, and tradition.
"I love this school with all mymight,"
Holladay said. "Iwill use all my energy,
every fiber of my being, to perform my
duties."
Holladay promised a more aggres-
sive lobbying campaign in the Idaho
State Legislature, which is reducing
its funding toward higher education.
Holladay said he would strive to en-
courage student participation in BSU
activities, with one possible plan to
place electronic reader boards in
classrooms to announce events.
He said that when students don't
participate, "it is a lost opportunity to
build tradition."
Outgoing President Tom Labrecque
thanked the departing Senate for its
Orientation [lrampage1]
doing this, Rob is hoping they will feel
more prepared for fall semester and
will gain some immediate common
ground through their reading.
He believes that creating common
ground for new students will set them
up for success and give them a good
introduction to the importance of stu-
dent/teacher relationships.
Above all, a positive learning experi-
ence is his hope for BSUstudents.
Rob Dennis calls his job a "person-
ality fit." Money is not a motivating
factor for him. The motivation comes
from the hope of seeing students ex-
cel in a college environment andsuc-
ceed in achieving a goal that leads to
a dream.
"In life you look at different things
you enjoy doing, and I enjoy helping
people."ASBSIJExecutive:
Joe Holladay; President
KamronAhmed, Vice President
freshmen and transfer stud~nts di-
rectly in touch with students already
established in the BSU community,
Rob hopes to strengthen the bonds be-
tween all people sharing the campus,
Instructors and staff included.
His enthusiasm for student success
is clearly written on his face when he
talks about the program. Officially es-
tablished in 2002, Rob and his cowork-
ers saw a marked difference in new
students. Namely, they were showing
up for orientation.
In 2002, there were 150new students
at orientation. In 2003, 550 showed
up. Rob attributes this to the tried and
true advertising technique of word of
mouth. If people find something that
.works, they will tell other people.
Rob became the full-time orienta-
tion coordinator in 2003. After seeing
the success of a program he worked so
hard to establish, he knew itwas some-
thing he wanted to help grow and con-
tinue building. One venture he is par·
ticularly proud of is the introduction
of reading material to the orientation
process.
Getting freshman geared up for their
first semester is a tough assignment,
but Rob and his coworkers came pre-
pared. This year the staff is handing
out a book to all incoming freshmen.
The book, by John Degraaf, is titled
"Affluenza," and discusses the prob-
lem of wealth disparity and material-
ism in America. The book will be a fea-
tured item on the agendas of English
90, 101,and 102.Rob is also hoping to
get the sociology and other depart-
ments involved.
Orientation happens in April, which
means the students have all summer
to read the book and register early. By
College Drive-In to expand.
"The College Drive-In is quite
an institution that has been a
good neighbor to Boise State,"
Zangsaid.
According to Bob Evancho, as-
sociate communications direc-
tor for BSU, the property has not
been earmarked for anything in
particular yet.
Parsons also owns a home lo-
cated behind the College Drive-In
that is currently for sale. However
Boise State has not made an of-
fer on that property. and accord-
ing to Evancho it is yet unknown
what other properties the univer-
sity is looking to purchase.
Parsons announced the clos-
ing of the restaurant to customers
with a handwritten sign that hung
on the order window: "Thanks for
34 good years! Closing Friday,
April 1,at 5:00 p.m. for good. 1000's of people worldwide
are earning quiet fortunes.
from r/le!r homes, even while
riley sleep. Are yau next? -
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STD taking hold in Europe, on U.S. radar
!\
BY MARIE MCCULLOUGH
KAT
PHILADELPHIA - A sexually
transmitted disease that few
American physicians know about
is becoming a problem in Europe
and the United States, especially
among gay and bisexual men,
public health officials say.
Lymphogranuloma venereum,
or LGV,is caused by a particularly
invasive type of chlamydia bacte-
.ria that commercial lab tests can-
not identify. While LGV can be
treated with antibiotics, its early
symptoms - including constipa-
tion, rectal pain, and discharge
. are easily misdiagnosed.
Left untreated, it can cause
permanent damage to the bowels
and disfigurement of the geni-
tals.
Last November, the U.S.
Centers fer Disease Control and
Prevention began trying to raise
awareness and evaluate the
prevalence of LGVby asking cli-
nicians to report suspected in-
fections to health departments
and CDC, even though national
reporting is not mandated. Since
then, six men, most HIV positive,
have been diagnosed by CDC lab
analysis- three in San Francisco,
one in Atlanta, and two in New
YorkCity.
"Getting the word out to health-
care providers and patients is re-
ally important," epidemiologist
Catherine McLean of the CDC's
STDprevention division said this ,
week.
Identified by pathologlsts al-
most 100years ago, LGVblipped
onto this country's public health
radar screen in the late 1970sand
early 1980s, when it was called
"gay bowel syndrome," said
Johns Hopkins University infec-
tious disease expert Jonathan
Zenilman.
, .
" ,...
. .
"It almost disappeared after
the early 1980s because of safer
sex practices" and AIDS aware-
ness, he said.
LGVremains common in parts
of Africa, Asia, South America,
and the Caribbean, where public
health systems are weak.
The recent spread in developed
countries is being fueled by high-
risk sexual behavior among gay
and bi-sexual men, most of them
HIV positive, health officrals say.
This population also has had in-
creases in syphilis, rectal gon·
orrhea, and antibiotic-resistant
gonorrhea in recent years.
"Diseases like this make it im-
portant to strive for 100 percent
safe sex," Dennis DeLeon, presi-
dent of New York City's Latino
Commission on AIDS, said last
month at a news conference an-
nouncing that city's LGVcases.
LGV became I a concern of
Western health officials about
a year ago, when an outbreak
occurred in the Netherlands,
eventually involving more than
100 gay men, most HIV positive.
Similar outbreaks were soon rec-
ognized in Antwerp, Hamburg,
and Paris.
About 34 cases of LGV have
been reported recently in the
United Kingdom, according to
an article in the current British
Medical Journal.
"It is likely that LGVhas been
present for some time in men who
have sex with men in the United
Kingdom, with many cases going
undiagnosed," the authors con-
clude.
Chlamydia is the most com-
mon sexually transmitted infec-
tion, with an estimated 4 mil-
lion new cases annually in the
United States alone. However,
the well-known, common types
of Chlamydia cause only mild or
asymptomatic infection in early
stages, while the type that causes
l.GV causes acute illness and
spreads to lymph nodes ifleft un-
checked.
The CDC is urging doctors who
suspect a case to prescribe three
weeks of antibiotics without wait-
ing for a definitive diagnosis from
the CDCor another special lab.
"We're trying to get the word
out that those symptoms' may be
associated with an STD.in partie-
ular, LGV,"McLean said.
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Tuition amendment shifts burden to students
BY LUKE RLLENMCMRNRMON
Columnist
behind the bill. Instead of allocating ad-
ditional revenue to the behemoth in the
state budget, the state would rather hide .
the growing costs of higher education in
increases in student fees.
Increased state funding for all levels
of education in Idaho is a necessary cost
-i , If the students
of Idaho's colleges and
universities are expected
to pay more for their
education, they should
also expect to receive
more as a result.
-------. -'-'-
associated with the level of growth this
state has received over the last decade.
Tobe fair, all levels of government should
offer some assurance that all is being
done to promote the wisest and most re-
sponsible use of state money. However,
the educational system in Idaho has gone
long enough without a significant boost
from the state to be able to handle in-
creasing enrollment at all levels. Scrutiny,
should be put on every government pro-
gram, from the welfare system to the
state transportatlon department to en-
sure that funds are not being squandered
away when the department begins to see
excess revenue develop.
The colleges and universities them-
selves should not be immune from the
forces that drive our economy. Before
students should accept a tuition cost,
they should be ready to receive addition-
al benefits from the increases to their
student fees.
Currently Boise State's many depart-
ments have implemented a cap in their
enrollment. While various reasons ex-
ist, the two main reasons given are that
there are not enough instructors to teach
beyund the enrollment cap, and that the
mandatory internships associated with
each degree cannot exceed the current
levels.
If the students of Idaho's colleges and
universities are expected to pay more for
their education, they should also expect
to receive more as a result.
Cutting or reducing programs that
are less essential to the real world mar-
ketplace forces while increasing enroll-
ment and degree opportunity for higher
demand fields is the best way students
can get value out of an additional tuition
charge.
There is expected to be drastic short-
ages ill the very near future of high qual-
ity nurses for hospitals across the coun-
try. The American Medical Association
has dubbed it an "impending crises"
that states must deal with. Yet the nurs-
ing program at Boise State continues to
be one of the most difficult programs to
gain acceptance to.
The education program also operates
. much the same way, requiring all who
seek an education degree to complete an
internship that is unpaid with the expec-
tation that the student hold no other em-
ployment at the time.
This is not real experience for the real
world.
Students should not be strictly op-
posed to the charge of tuition if such aca-
demic charges increase the quality and
opportunity of their degree. There have
been no assurances that blanket and ar-
bitrary fee increases would be avoided by
passing this piece of legislation. In fact,
that seems to be the exact intent behind
the bill, to shuffle the increasing costs
of higher education onto the student
body itself and away from state coffers.
. Students seemingly would receive very
little out of this proposal as it is rendered
now.
While the best use of state tax money
would allow for under-funded depart-
ments at Idaho's colleges and universi-
ties to receive monies from over-funded
areas, the proposal to allow the state to
charge tuition does not seem to be in
the best interest of the students for the
state of Idaho. The increased costs as-
sociated with the new tuition fees would
continue to push people out of the higher
educational system due to financial con-
straints. In addition, there seems to be
very little benefit for the students who
will be footlng the new academic charg-
es. There would be no new high demand
degree access, no modifications to out-
dated and archaic degree requirements,
and no assurances that the new ability to
charge tuition would be done in modera-
tion.
Until the legislature makes a case fora
mutually beneficial exchange on the pan
of the student and college or university,
the students of the state of Idaho should
reject this ill-conceived attempt to shuf-
fle the rising costs of higher education
into their student fees.
The president of Boise State is right
to push for legislation that would allow
Idaho colleges and universities to charge
tuition, the costs associated with the ac-
tual teaching of the student. Simply put,
it is best to allow the state's higher educa-
tion facilities to have the most flexibility
with their financial resources. The wisest
use oftax dollars is that where flexibility
in the budget allows for the university or
college to take assets from an over fund-
ed source on campus and divert it to an
under funded one. However, there are.
numerous concerns that need to be ad-
dressed before such a law becomes a re-
ality.
The state has offered no guarantees or
assurances that the new tuition charges
would not be used for sudden and drastic
cost increases associated with attending
colleges in Idaho. In fact, they have gone
as far as to vote down in committee a pro-
posal by ASBSUto limit the percentage
increase that each university would be
allowed to raise each year. This blanket
dismissal of students' genuine concerns
about the increasing costs of attending
college in Idaho shows the real intent
BY CRRLOS LUKEN
Guoot Opinion
vances. Unquestionably, his
greatest gains have been in the
political arena, especially with
his attitude of formally recog-
nizing and sharing power with
the other two branches of gov-
ernment. The president's advo-
cacy of debate with a stubborn-
ly partisan and rambunctious
legislature, plus his allowance
of citizen-controlled electoral
processes - and the recogni-
tion of actual results, are but a
few of the gains noticed by most
Mexicans.
Nonetheless, Fox's headway
in the war against drug cartels
and narcotics trafficking, along
with his numerous anti-corrup-
tion measures, are ridiculed as
too fragile. This because people
fail to acknowledge just how
enormous a task it is to rid the
country of firmly imbedded and
widespread traditions of graft
and corruption.
Migration is another diffi-
cult issue, with expectations for
sweeping s~tions having been
lifted disproportionably by Fox
himself, along with ex-Foreign
Minister Jorge Castaneda whose
"whole enchilada" posture was
deserted after 9/11. Last week,
Fox met with President George
W.Bush to discuss, among other
things, border security, but pres-
ently there seem to be few pros-
pects for short-term immigra-
tion reforms.
Despite the failure ofCongress
to enact. a number of vital re-
forms, today Mexico's overall,
economic situation is stronger
than it has been for decades.
Inflation, interest rates, and cur-
rency exchange levels are stable,
this allowing a steady stream of -
direct foreign investment into
the economy. Unfortunately,
however, solid economic results
have not trickled down to the
masses.
In variance to most poor coun-
tries in the world, Mexico is not
poor due to a lack of resources.
Poverty in Mexico lies in its peo-
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Vicente Fox unappreciated
by impatient Mexicans
ple'slackofopportunities. Thos
few opportunities that presen
themselves are quickly grabbed
up by the fortunate fewwho hav
access to said prospects.
Actually, opportunities far out
number the population, but du,
to gaps in education, individual:
fail to recognize them. The at
tempts to seize them sometime!
reach frenzied proportions, lead
ing to corruption and even dis-
order. As well, opportunities arc
seized yet seldom shared with
anyone else, as they are too few
and far between, which leadsto
petty ventures in most fieldsand
an overall Lilliputian economy.
Unfortunately, it would ap-
pear that the legacy of Vicente
Fox will be unappreciated byan
impatient electorate, voter's who
had their hopes raised during
the 2000 presidential campaign.
However those expectations
have gone unfulfilled by the cur-
rent administration.
Since the 2000 elections
many Fox supporters have de-
serted the election process alto-
gether, raising voter absentee
ism to alarming levels. Othen
have withdrawn their support 0
Fox's PANparty, while still mort
- and despite recent experience!
with the PRI and its 71 years 0
despotic and corrupt rule- havt
set aside common sense as the
lean toward populism or quid
fix rewards.
As many analysts' project
Mexico's future ability to devel
rip and grow as a nation wiII hi
strongly measured by a capac
itf for patience in recogniziru
its gradual present process. Thi
and a forthcoming will to elect;
government that can firmly sta'
its current course while castin:
cumbersome baggage and cul
tural deadweight overboard.
ABOUTTHEWRITER
Carlos Lukenis a columnist fa
MexiData.illfo. Readers may sen<
him e-mail at ilcmex@yahot
com.
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Ruminations on College Life
After a long tradition of gover-
nance without regard for citizen
sensibilities or respect for ma-
jority opinion, depending upon
whom you ask, Vicente Fox may
be the best or the worst president
in Mexico's recent history. Such
is the nature of Mexican politics
and the nation's volatile public
opinion. .
For centuries native emperors,
Spanish viceroys, military dicta-
tors, and finally firm presidents
governed Mexicans autocratical-
ly, the latter supported by an au-
thoritarian party. Consequently,
Mexico never had the oppor-
tunity to nurture a democratic
culture, and until recently, there
was no history or practice of
an executive branch willing to
share this power or have opin-
ions queried - much less to have
orders questioned.
And while most herald the ex-
istence of a public debate, some
are not accustomed to this and
even see it as a sign ofweakness.
Others fail to consider that this
seemingly slow democratic pro-
cess was not started by the cur-
rent administration, but by Fox's
predecessor, Ernesto Zedillo of
the Institutional Revolutionary
Party. Today many of Zedillo's
PRI associates consider him
weak, with some seeing him as
a traitor for supposedly refus-
ing to handpick his successor in
2000 and consequently tilt the
balance by using the govern-
ment's huge resources in their
candidate's favor.
As should have been expect-
ed, since. Fox decided to carry
on Zedillo's non-involvement
policy, and even advance other
positions of his own, now there
are those within the president's
National Action Party who con-
sider Fox to be weak.
Based on Mexico's past,
Vicente Fox has made redoubt-
able though unappreciated ad-
BY ARRON KARO
Guest Column
Have you ever been sitting in
the library, sending an e-mail to
your friend, and you realize as
you read the e-mail before you
send it that it reads like a second-
grader wrote iti There's no punc-
tuation, whole words are missing
and nothing is spelled right. It's
like when you send e-mails you
become temporarily illiterate.
For the most part, college kids
are a pretty intellectual bunch.
There are engineering students
learning about the latest tech-
nologies. There are biology ma-
jors learning every minute detail
about the human body. And there
are business students studying
the most complicated finance
problems. There is one thing
we all have in common though.
We have no clue what's going on
in the world. During your time
in college, current events sud-
denly become your last priority.
Revolutions are occurring, wars
are being fought, history-mak-
ing decisions are being made and
we're living in a happy little bub-
ble where the worst news of the
day is that beer prices went up at
the store down the block.
There are many universal rules
that collegeidds across the nation
live by. Here are two: No matter
what else is on TV, a college guy
will always stop and watch either
SportsCenter or The Simpsons. A
universal rule for girls? At some
point during college, every girl
will cut their hair really short ...
and then proceed to complain
about it for the next two months
like they didn't know what it was
going to look like.
, My name is Aaron Karo. My
e-mail address at school was
aaronkar@wharton.upenn.edu.
They couldn't give me the last
letter of my name? Now I have
the dumbest address ever. Who
comes up with these things any-
way? I want my "o"!
From 'Ruminations on College
Life' by Aaron Karo. Copyright (c)
2002 by Aaron Karo. Reprinted by
permission of Fireside, an Imprint
of Simon & Schuster, Inc., NY.
(Aaron Karo, 25, is a New York
City-based comedian and au-
thor of the book "Ruminations
on College Life." His excerpts
run every other week. His lat-
est book, "Ruminations on
Twentysomething Life," will be
released May 3. For more on Karo,
check out www.Aaronkaro.corn.)
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BY TODD SPLENORGE
Culture Columnist
Cheese spread for
Cheese-heads:
The -news over the weekend
rang out like aLexington gunshot:
Pope John Paul II is no longer with
us; the Pope Mobile has been ren-
dered passengerless; the Vatican
is in/need of new leadership.
Enter Splendage. I am formally
announcing my candidacy for
Pope. So, allow me to unfurl my
campaign platform for the posi-
tion of "Most Recognized Man in
the World."
But first, let's get some issues
out of the way. No, I'm not celi-
bate. No, I'm not Italian. Heck, I'm
not even Catholic. All that aside, I
am the perfect man for the job.
First, I'm a lifelong Cardinals
fan. Even before they got Jake
Plummer and still didn't get any
better. "Go Cardinals." That will
be the new Vatican mantra once I
take the reins.
Second, I love pasta.
Third, I look good in red, or
white.
Fourth, I dig, and Imean totally
dig, wearing robes.
Fifth, I totally know how to spell
"basilica."
Sixth, I'm popular with the la-
dies.
Seventh,I'mallaboutmerchan-
dising. If I'm elected Pope, there'll
be no more collecting cash during
church services. Nope. Instead,
there'll be a new fall line of Pope-
tastic merch on the shelves of re-
tailers everywhere. Pope: the ac-
lion figure. Pope: the bedsheets.
Pope: the breakfast cereal. Pope:
the disposable camera. Pope: the
Hallmark Channel miniseries.
And for the BSUbookstore, "Iwent
to college with the Pope!" t-shirts.
Oh man, it's gonna be great.
I think I'l1 just stick to seven dif-
ferent reasons. There's something
about the number seven that the
Bible totally digs on.
Let's examine some precedents
PJPII set that should help catapult
me into the Papacy. He was the
first non-Italian Pope in nearly
500 years, opening the door for ~=============================================================
American college students to fi-
nally fill the position.
John Paul was the son of a mili-
tary officer. My father was once
arrested by military police. The
parallels are uncanny.
Growing up, John Paul didn't
want to be a priest. The first time
he was offered a position within
the church, he declined. He want-
ed to be an actor. I, myself, have
starred in many low-budget film
projects.
An interviewee on CBS News
on Sunday night said, "If an
American got elected, a lot of
third-world nations would say,
'Oh, the CIA fixed'the election.'''
Should I get the job, my response
would be, "Oh yeah? Maybe they
did!Whatcha gonna do about it?!"
Naturally this would make me
the bullseye for assassins' target
practice, but that's where the 01'
Pope Mobile comes in. Gotta love
bullet proof transportation.
I need a two-thirds major-
ity vote of the Cardinal College to
pull this coup off, and I'd appre-
ciate your support in accomplish-
ing it. Seriously, I'd love to be the
next pontiff.
So read my lips: if I'm elected,
the Cardinals will be good again!
And I'll give .free t-shirts to the
first hundred people who kiss my
ring.
be heard. (Speaking of having vi-
, suals, watching the band groove
to its own tune was actually pret-
tyfunny.)
But the crowd had its own
pranks in store. Faithful fan Luke
circulated fliers indicating in-
structions on what exact moment
the crowd was to begin to chant
"Famous Potatoes," a joke about
a previous Boise incident. But e
the band's response came with a
clear note of confusion: "Excuse
me, but what the hell are you guys
saying?"
With a later chant of "Preebird,"
again cued by the fliers, the fans
coaxed Cheese into performing
one sweet verse of the Lynyrd
Skynyrd anthem to start the en-
core off.
'The show came to a gentle con-
clusion with a percussive rendi-
tion of "Good Times Are Around
the Bend," sung by Keith Moseley,
the quiet bass player, which Kang
dedicated to people who are
weathering the "intense times" in
the world today.
Incidentally, this isn't so much
a show review as it is a thank-you
note and, damnit, it's a well-de-
served one. What a show!
StrtngChee~eIncidentmandolin/guitar player Mlchael1'lan~(left)and gullarlst/lead'slngerBl!ly
Narslit (right)entertain the Boiseaudience at TheBigEasyFriday night.
BY MRRY GRRCE LUCRS
News Writer
reggae section and an extended
jam to boot.
The second set kicked offwith a
short and sweet cover of "Ramble
On," in which mandolin player
and singer Michael Kang was
glowing as he belted out, "Sing
my song!"
Later on, "Ms. Brown's Tea
House" brought "hey's" from
about a thousand eager scream-
ers. "Brown" jammed into the
phosphorescent, ballad, "Fire,"
penned and sung by Cheese
keyboard player and singer Kyle
Hollingsworth - who donned a
"Vote for Pedro" t-shirt.
Other stand-outs of the sec-
ond set may seem too numer-
ous to count, but nonetheless I
have endeavored to do just that:
some techno-cheese, a beautiful
rendition of "Joyful Sound," and
a thumping drumming section
back and fort h between drummer
Michael Travis and percussionist
Jason Hann (a welcome addition
to the band to be sure).
And, of course, the show was
not without a bit a shenanigans
in honor of its place on the cal-
endar. Set opener "Search" cer-
tainly left the crowd searching for
answers, as one by one, the band
stopped playing their instru-
ments while the song could still
April fools! String Cheese
Incident played - and didn't play
_ to a sold-out crowd at The Big
Easy Concert House on Friday
night. True to form, the crowd
stretched their dancing space
into the edges of the facility,
while Cheese took the stage and
never looked back.
First set momentum continued
all the way through a delicate ver-
sion of "Sweet Melinda:' blend-
ing into a deluxe version of the
Grateful Dead classic, "I Know
YouRider," that included a breezy
'Sin City' a violent twisting of
three comic book-style plotlines
BY ERIC RRVENSCROFT
Culture Writer
torted appearance, Marv seeks revenge for her
murder, though his hunt is nearly as powered
by his blood-lust.
Clive Owen's character Dwight narrates
another segment. When his lover's abusive
ex makes a visit, Dwight chases him down to
the girls of Old Towne. With their garters and
guns, the girls have an arrangement with the
cops to cast a blind eye to their prostitution.
Each man has the tenacity to never die, es-
pecially Marv, who can take an electric chair
shock and bullets to his chest, and ask if that's
all you've got.
"Sin City" boasts an impressive support-
ing cast, including Benicio Del Toro, Rosario
Dawson', Jessica Alba, Elijah Wood, Michael
Clarke Duncan, and Carla Gugino. Frank
Miller and Robert Rodriquez direct, while
Quentin Tarantino receives a credit for "guest
director."
Its creative visual effects are the virtue try-
ing to mask the sins of the sex and violence of
the city they inhabit. The violence is a .charac-
ter of.its own, and drives the storyline, while
the connection between the narratives doesn't
start to fully develop until Dwight appears.
A visit td "Sin City" might be brutal, but is
well worth the stop.
Fusing three narratives together to tell the
story, "Sin City" plays out like a private eye
caper with stylized video game violence se-
quences, mirroring the graphic novels by
Frank Miller that are the basis for the film.
With an onslaught of relentless violence,
it features a black-and-white setting with a
few splashes of red, green, and gold. The lead
characters narrate their thoughts as they in-
tersect through "Sin City."
Starting with the character Hartigan, Bruce
Willis plays a cop nearing retirement, who
rushes to save a young girl kidnapped by a
pedophile. After shooting up the menace,
he suddenly gets shot himself, but he won't
die knowing the girl could still be harmed.
Hartigan returns in the final narrative of the
story, framed and-in prison forwhat happened
to the girl.
The next narrative sequence is from the
perspective ofMarv-(Mickey Rourke), a hulky
misshapen man who spends the night with
a hooker named Goldie. After their evening
together, he finds her dead. Amazed by her
_beauty and willingness to set aside his dis-
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Literature served for lunch at the public library
BY THOM GRRZONE
Culture UJrlterIDAHO
downtown boilf Arriving early, a member of the
Literature for Lunch group at the
Boise Public Library gaveme some
information on the novel they had
read. "The Brick Lane" by Monica
Ali is about a Bangladesh woman
whose parents arrange her mar-
riage. The author describes her
life and how it must adjust to liv-
ing in London with a husband for-
ty years her elder. Kathleen Long
said it was relevant to what was
going on in the world at the time.
Led by Carol Martin and Jan
Widmayer, the group meets
6928 W. State • Boise, Idaho 83703
(208) 853-0526
Career Center Services
Call: (208) 426·1747 to make an appointment
-or-
Visit our website at http://career.boisestate.edu
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monthly, and their next session
convenes on April 27,when they
will be discussing "Distant View
of a Minaret," a collection of short
stories by Alifa Rifaat. The group
currently consists of all women.
The discussion began with Carol
Martin bringing up' the phrase,
"the state of England," alluding to
national tension. She asked for a
response. Kathleen Long said that
the aspect of the book was an in-
troduction to a new era. Martin
added it was of a "changing so-
cial climate." The discussion led
into immigration and its signifi-
cant changes. A woman said her
grandchildren were part Chinese,
and Martin said immigration af-
fected schools. The discussion
led into Sept. 11, and one person
commented offhand that Ali "was
so outside the mainstream."
In a group having such a con-
nection to domesticity, the dis-
cussion progressed into the in-
dustrialization of the sewing
machine in underdeveloped
countries, which was inspired by
a sewing machine in the novel.
Martin started speaking about
choices and how women "were
taking charge of their lives," They
related details of their book to
how women have been suffering,
especially in Islamic countries
As the discussion wound down,
they talked of gender roles.
Widmayer mentioned how the
novel was remarkable for the au-
thor's first attempt. Martin added
how she had sympathy for the
male character in the book. This
group of women were well-trav-
eled, avid readers, and enthusias-
tic about articulating on current
literature. They were focused on
how books affect the world and
provide a constructive environ-
ment that is free and open.
With games like these, Sony
will be selling PSPs PDQ
DY VICTOR GODINEZ
The Oellas Morning News
Sony won't have any trouble
selling the first million or so PSP
systems, thanks to an Impressive
first crop of games.
A total of 21 titles from Sony
and other publishers arc grac-
ing the PSP during the so-called
"launch window." I didn't get to
test them all, but the ones I did
run through more than show off
the PSP's capabilities.
Most of the games were ti-
tles published by Sony itself:
"Twisted Metal: Head-On,"
"Wipeout Pure," "NBA," and
"Untold Legends: Brotherhood of
the Blade."
I also tested Capcom's
"Darkstalkers Chronicle: The
Chaos Tower."
"Twisted Metal: Head-On":
This car combat series Is a well-
known franchise to most garners,
and it's definitely a lot of fun to
play. The controls are pretty sim-
ple: use missiles, machine guns,
and special attacks to blow up all
the other cars In each arena.
It's a formula that never gets
old.
There arc also a couple of in-
teresting multlplayer modes. If a
few other PSP owners are nearby,
play them head- to-head using the
PSP's internal WI-Fi gear to com-
,munlcate back-and-forth direct-
ly between PSPs. This Is known
as an ad hoc connection.
Or, If there's a Wi-Pi hotspot
in range or a WI-Fi network set
up at home, scour the Internet
for other PSP owners logged Into
"Twisted Metal" anywhere In the
world, and play, against them.
This Is called an infrastructure
connection.
When buying a PSP game, look
on the back of the box and it will
say whether It supports ad hoc or
infrastructure connections {or
both}.
Unfortunately, I didn't have a
second PSP to test the direct link,
and I couldn't find anyone else
online when I tapped Into my
home Wi-F1 network, since the
PSPwas not yet available publicly
at the time.
Some highlights of the other
titles:
"Wipeout Pure": If you want
to see just how powerful the 3D
graphics chip in the PSP Is, this is
the game to rio it. This futuristic
racing game has players zoom-
ing down racetracks that swoop
through clouds and mountains,
beneath the ocean, and between
soaring skyscrapers.
"NBA":The developers of this
basketball game clearly didn't
Invest a lot of time In coming up
with a name for their creation,
and the gameplay is also some-
what uninspired. The graphics
. are sharp, and the wide screen
lets garners see a lot more of the
court than usual with basketball
Weekda~ Jumps as low as $9&1
(208) 455-2359 4412 Aviation Waycaldwell,ID 83695
games on regular square tele-
visions. But ENs coming "NBA
Street Showdown" for the PSP
will probably be more fun.
"Untold Legends: Brotherhood'
of the Blade": This action-orient-
ed role-playing game borrows a
lot of graphical and gameplay ele-
ments from the excellent Baldur's
Gate: Dark Alliance franchise. It
uses the same overhead viewing
angle, with the same style of 3D
characters and objects. Instead
of turn-based combat, where you
select your attack and then walt
to attack again In the next round,
"Untold Legends" uses areal-time
system, which means pounding
the buttons as fast as possible
to chop up the bad guys. One of
the big selling points for "Untold
Legends" is the cooperative mul-
tlplayer mode via Wi-F1,but once
again I found that getting to be an
early tester is a lonely perk.
"Darkstalkers Chronicle": It's a
two-dimensional fighting game
In the "Street Fighter II" mold.
I don't particularly care for that
genre, but It has a pretty hard-
core following that will be pleased
with the results on the PSP.
Since the action In these games
always scrolls from side-to-side,
the wide screen means that you
have a bigger combat arena than
ever before.
And the bright, colorful graph-
Ics look great on the PSP's LCD.
Ifyou're a fan, don't miss It.
----------,---~---~-I
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Average punk, .lookout; Fall
Out Boy cuts the ties that bind
bled up the invitation and nearly
out-did Strump's intro to the song
"Grand Theft Autumn (Where is
Your Boy)."
"Where is your boy tonight? I
hope he is a gentleman. Maybe he
won't find out what I know: you
were the last good thing about
this part of town," they shouted
together.
Strump, who penned the lyr-
ics for the tune, related its simple
origins. "Yeah, this girl, I kinda
just picked her because ... She's
a perfectly good girl; where's her
guy? Sometimes people get over-
looked, and it's a shame." With a
level of modesty that rivaled only
his vocal talent, he said, "Most of
the [band's] good lines are some-
one else's," most often corning
from Wentz.
Odd that it was Wentz whose
creative and energetic presence
really brought Fall Out Boy's show
to life. As a finale for The Big Easy
show, .members of opening acts
Midline, The Academy Is ... , and
Gym Class Heroes jumped back
onstage and played and sang
along to set-closer "Saturday."
Wentz put his sweatshirt hood
up and swaggered over to a stage-
side support beam. Amid loud
cheers from the crowd, he scaled
the ladder-like metal structure
to about 20 feet above the stage,
locked his legs into the cross-
hatched bars and dangled himself
upside down to continue scream-
. ing backup vocals.
Based on their loyal following,
love for the craft, and raw talent, it
would seem that great things can
be expected from Fall OutBoy in
the corning years. Much like their
unwired guitars offer them free-
dom onstage, the guys' discon-
nection from the snobbishness
and avarice of many of today's
headliners make them free to fur-
ther their musical goals out in the
world, humble as they are.
happy confined to performing
in clubs about the size of The Big
Easy in their native Chicago, but
now they are fortunate enough to
roam the country. "Just the fact
that anyone is paying us any at-
tention is pretty good."
On the state of poppy- '
punk music that is
", often berated by
critics in today's
market,Strump
comment-
ed, "Pop
somehow
evolved
into being
a four-let-
terword.
It's ri-
diculous.
without a name, and that one
just got shouted out," Strump
said. The new album's nomen-
clature was a bit more calculated.
It was lifted from the children's
"From Under the Cork Tree,"
which is slated for release on
May 3, Strump said their sound
is much the same as their initial
release. "We didn't want to be ar-
rogant and think we're something
we're not: make a bunch of fans,
then unmake a bunch of fans.
It's pretty much us being us."
The band's dynamic be-
comes further skewed
form the norm with
the fact that Strump
writes the bulk of
FOB's music and
Wentz writes the
lyrics.
As for the
nameoftheiren-
semble, Fall Out
Boy was more of
a random choice
than anything
else. "We played
a bunch of shows
BY TRRUIS ESTUDLD
Culture Editor
were climbing on the amps at
stage front or cranking up and
spinning their instrument-laden
bodies into a violent twist.
Strump, cladpre-showin a jean
jacket fastened with aD avid Bowie
button and one reading, "I'm an
artist," described the oddity of a
lead singer taking a backseat to a
bassist and guitarist flanking him
on stage. "When the band evolved
into our lineup, I didn't know how
to play guitar ... meanwhile, Pete
and Joe were focusing so much
on their thing and kicking ass."
But, he says what really sets this
band apart is that: "We do enjoy
ourselves. We're not getting up
there and just going through the
motions. We are excited enough
to hang out with kids afterwards.
Nine times out of 10, Pete or I will
be around [after the show]. We
actually give a shit."
On their sophomore album,
, I
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Thank God - or at least the guy
who invented them - for wireless
electric guitars. If Fall Out Boy's
bassist Pete Wentz and guitar-
ist Joe Trohman haven't uttered
these words recently, they damn
well should.
Chicago-based punk band Fall
Out Boy put on a high-energy
show Thursday night at The Big
Easy Concert House in downtown
Boise. Frontman Patrick Strump's,
amazing vocals and percussion-
ist Andy Hurley's wild drumming
could easily have been the highs
of the evening, but only ifWentz
and Trohman hadn't been on-
stage.
The dynamic duo looked like
caffeine-injected animals as they
~razily crisscrossed the stage all
I!ight. Every other minute, they
Everything
is pop music.
It's just as cli-
ched as playing
a guitar. We try to
be as interesting as
we can be, and have our
songs be as good as they
can be, whatever they are." And
as for Fall Out Boy, he said, "We
are a pop punk band," then add-
ed, "just not a 'pop-punk' band"
with full use of air quotes.
Asked to describe his' band
in five words, Strump threw
out several notable one-liners:
"OCD [Obsessive-Compulsive
Disorder]. And that kinda de-
scribes all four of us in some re-
spect ... Spazlzes] on stage ... and
messy. Our driver hates us right
now for that."
At probably the most audience-
interactive point of Thursday
night's show, the band announced
their next song was the most well-
known, and anyone knowing the
words should sing along. The
teen-dominated audience gob-
book "Ferdinand the Bull," about
a "Massive threatening' beast.
[He's] a quiet shy bull that wants
to hang out under atree and smell
flowers." The boys have a sense of
humor, for sure.
Does this band want to be
around wailing in five years? Do
they want to be mainstream head-
liners? Strump suggests whatever
heights they have risen to as of
now are just fine by them. "You
wanna know what? We've, at this
point, already exceeded all'of our
goals." The once "big and lofty"
dreams the foursome had have
now melted into just being com-
fortable with what they do day-
to-day. Strump pointed out that
originally they would have beenFall Out Boy Is, from left to right, Joe Trohman, Patrick Strump, Andy Hurley and Pete Wentz.
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Up to $3,000.00 Per Semester for
Full-TimeStudents Iff
BY MARl JANE WEITENSTEINER
Culture Writer * Montgomery GI Bill * Montgomery GI Bill Kicker
* State Tuition Assistance * Cash Bonuses
* Student Loan Repayment ProgramCarlos Ruiz Zafon's "The Shadow of the Wind" is a sus-
penseful and mysterious book, set in Barcelona
from 1945 to 1955. The main char-
acter is Daniel, the son of a Wid-~~:::-...---.t1---~~';X owed antique bookstore owner.= .J!, He is introduced to the mysteri-
.j j ous Cemetery of Forgotten Books
:;, when he is ten years old, and finds
a book there called, "The Shadow
of the Wind," written by a long-
forgotten author named Julian
Carax. At the time, there was no
way to know this book would
change his life forever.
It's because of the book that
Daniel is plunged into a world of
intrigue surrounding mysteri-
ous and long-thought-dead Julian
Carax, a crooked murdering po-
lice inspector, book burnings, and
separated lovers, as we journey
with Daniel from childhood to
adulthood. We become familiar
with Daniel's friends and father as
the path leads to a shattering and
equally mysterious conclusion. By
the time the story ends, readers
meet the author of the mysterious
book, "The Shadow of the Wind,"
. the mystery surrounding his dis-
appearance is solved, and the rea-
son his book seems so sorrowful
is imparted. Also, Daniel finally
finds a girl that he truly loves with
"-,all his heart.
I found myself lost in the world
of Daniel and the other characters
as I read along, whisked off to the
dark streets and turmoil of Barcelona that
. many of the characters have to brave in order for the
conclusion to be dramatic and fulfilling. While the story is a lit-
tle hard to follow sometimes because of all the twists and turns that the story
takes, I found that itwas quite an enjoyable story. I would recommend this book for rea~ers who
love to try and solve a mystery be~ore the characters do or one that leaves you wondenng what
happens after'you're finished reading.
For More Information contact:
TSGT. Kristine Witte
422-SS97 or (800) 621-3909
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Cheese ....
delicious meane, lebbuce,
,pickles, bomabC? and chips.
Over 30 sabisfying
sandwiches· and salads
or lunch, dinner, picnicsa::~~~
i:
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Gymnastics .. ... .
Friday,NCAA Regional ChampIonships,
Seattle, WA
Men's tennis ..' . . .
Friday .vs-.PQrtiand,~ontana.~ontana.
State and Idaho, alldat;' ..... \ ...
Saturday,vs. Montanai9a.m. ..
Saturday vs, Montana State, 3 p.m,
@ Appleton Tennis Center
Jaime Hawkins
two and this year's three seniors,
Boise State Assisstant Sports
Information Director Doug Link
stated that the program still re-
mains intact. There will be eight
returning players, including
Harris, Hessing, Buggs, Jackie
BYSTAlllEY
Hill, and Lynette Grondin (who
. sat out this season with an inju-
ry).
Although the current team is
younger, some solid recruitment
assures us there is talent remain-
ing. For three years in a row, Boise
State has had freshman placed on
Women's tennis
Fri-Sun vs. Idaho and Weber State, all day
@Appleton Tennis Center
Women's golf .
Today-Thesday, Utah-Dixie Classic, St.
George, UT
LITTLEI c.' nnnu OYSlAlilEY OREWSIER/TIIE AROITER
Thdre"ehh"pIay"ekrs,mH"andh"W"an'fudas'sIsdta'ilt'"'Ie~ave
the women's. hoops program .
8'1' JE T'RIME DRUIS
Sports Writer
Boise State Women's hoops re-
turn to the public eye after the
announcement of some startling
roster changes. In a press release
dated March 30, head coach len
Warden announced that start-
ers Jamie Hawkins and Cassidy
Blaine would not be returning to
the women's basketball program
for the2005-06 season.
This announcement followed
quite a series of events.
When Colorado offered Warden
the head coach position, Warden
turned it down, stating that she
had a job to finish here at BSU.
Warden led the ladies to a win-
ning non-conference record and
three outstanding wins in the
Western Athletic Conference.
The January 27 win against La
Tech is 'easily recognized as the
biggest win in program history.
Two other wins were very distinct
this year,'including a win against
a tough SMU and against Tulsa.
These achieverilcnts from last
season will only serve to launch
the Lady Broncos into a hopeful
2005-06 season.
However, the launch will not be
aided by Hawkins or Blaine.
Cassidy Blaine highlighted
this past season as a top scorer,
and made six three-pointers in a
game this season, just one shy of
the school record in a game. She
achieved the status of National
Women's Basketball Top 25 more
than once and led the WAC in
three-point percentage. With
a summer graduation in sight,
Blaine leaves the program to fol-
low her goal of playing profes-
sional basketball overseas.
Blaine is not the first-Bronco
to do so. Former Bronco Mandy
Welch currently plays profession-
al ball for Rockhampton Hog's
Breath Cafe Cyclones, as their
first U.S. player.
Jamie Hawkins has decided to
transfer to another institution.
Hawkins hovers in the team cate-.
gory leader statistics with Blaine,
Michelle Hessing, and Tasha
Harris. Hawkins led the team in
rebounds, and provided a stable
core of leadership with Blaine in
the starting forward position.
After a letter to the editor of
the Idaho Statesman from one of
her parents, the public attention
turned (0 women's hoops again.
In the letter dated March 26, Terri
Brummett displayed an emotion-
al plea to replace Warden. This
letter was followed up by a sec-
ond, dated March 30, from Steve
Holland.
According to the March 31 ar-
ticle in the Idaho Statesman, cur-
rent player Benita Buggs brought
out team sentiment when she
said, "the letters and the depar-
tures hurt, but they are in the
past."
Hawkins remains profession-
al in her response. She stated, "I
know that my decision is what
was best for me. Itwas time for me
to move on so I did. I still want the
best for my team, I love them very
much, and wish them the best in
the future."
Blaine and Hawkins will be
missed. Despite the loss of these
BSU men win, but not without some pressure
Shields came back and domi-
nated the second 6-1 and allowed
Colorado's Jan Zelezny only three
The Boise State men's team 1'0- points in the third. Shields dou-
cus was on claiming the doubles bles partner, Thomas Schoeck
point, coming out aggressive and played at the number two singles
attacking the ball. Friday after- spot and finished off Colorado's
noon, the Broncos played tough Marko Bundalo in two sets, 6-3
earning five match points. Head 6-3.
coach Greg Patton said that 4t At the third spot Matias
seemed like the point was theirs, Silva also dominated defeating
butthey slipped up in the end and Colorado's Peter Bjork 6-2-6-4.
lost the point to Colorado. . Ikaika lobe won at the four spot
The 2003-2004 Broncos were 6-3, 6-0. lobe's final win gave the
able time and time again to come Broncos all the single points they
back from losing the doubles needed to walk away with the
point to winning the match at team a 4-3win over Colorado.
each singles position. This year Patton was proud to see the
the team has not been as strong team respond so well to the pres-
when fighting back from losing sure.
the doubles. "Once we won the first three,
Friday, the pendulum shifted I was motivated and energized
and the energy storm burst open that we were going to get over
on the Appleton Tennis Center. the hump and comeback to win,"
After losing a tough doubles Patton said. Colorado is ranked
match at the number one spot, 45th in the nation. They are bat-
Luke Shields stepped back onto tllng to move up justto stay in the
the same court and after losing wild-catdrace of the playoffs.
a frustrating firstset4-6,'he told·"YoU 'twanHobea~ the nc.:.
Patton, "I am going tOwln this -43"44~· ··~)lttheenllofthe:;,;.'
match."' '~easonj ..••..•....~n,~d.rCOI()radoU
Patton was very confidentwheuwashungry ror a·win -and. theY·'
he heard those words, because he - were able to scare- the Broncos
knew the Iedl warrior had been and putthe pressure on,
released. SundaiJheBroncotook on~e.. ' .': -' " "
::~···'::.;,f~-':(;·~,,·L:';.;~);:-i~·~!;;·;~:-.::' : ,~,.;-;,:-..~~----~:. '_
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8'1' RMBER FUGER
Sports Writer
so- ranked University ofSouthern
Alabama.
Play was suspended due to rain
and moved into the BOASIndoor
Facility at time of press yesterday.
The Broncos had take the doubles
point with two of three wins, in-
cluding at the number one dou-
bles position with Shields and
Schoeck winning 8-6.
"This is like playoff time fir us,"
Patton said. "It's like opportunity
knocking on the door."
In order to secure a spot to host
the first rounds of the NCAA re-
gionals, the Broncos must finish
in the top 30 in the nation.
In singles action prior to the de-
lay, Ikaka lobe and Brent Werbeck
both won as Luke Shields lost.
Patton said that playing at
home is great but the time to fight
to stay on top has just begun be-
cause the rest of the Broncos reg-
ular season is scheduled with op-
~ponents ranked below them and
they all want to win to stay alive
in the rankings.
Head coachJen Warden
the WACa11-freshman team. From
the season's. wins to the category
leaders, the Lady Broncos had a
great balance in upper and un-
derclassmen leaders. The youth
of the team does not outweigh its
experience and talent.
PllIITO BYSlAlilEY OREI'lSTEntfIlE ARBITER
Link certainly summed it up
when he said, "The cupboard is
not bare."
Assistant Coach Dana McGraw
also announced last week that
she will leave the program to pur-
sue interests outside of coaching.
Bronco women take
all three. at horne
COURTESY
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of 6-1 and Gonzaga 7-0 in the
Appleton Tennis Center. Against
the Bobcats in the morning, the
Broncos won the doubles point
and then went on to win at the
first five singles positions. -
The duo pfAlissa Ayling and
Megan Biorkman first defeat-
ed the number one team from
Montana' State 8-6, then later
in the day beat the number one
team from Gonzaga by a score
of8-3. .
In singles action, Carolina
Pontgratz highlighted the match
with a 6-0. 6-0 shoutout victory
over Ivette Duran. .
Against Gonzaga;tlie Broncos
won the doubles point and went
on to win all six singles match-
es.
. Iii other women's tennis ac-
tion on Saturday, Utah State de-
feated Lewisj,:lark State,7.0.;;c;
The Bronc6women'.Wi,1l~!i~'
home next weekend .to'bost'
Weber State and Idaho;' ., ,.. .
The Boise State women's ten-
nis team met up with a future
Western Athletic Conference
foe Thursday in the Appleton
Tennis Center. The Broncos de-
feated the Utah State Aggies by a
score 6f7-0.
Boise State won all three dou-
bles matches for the first team
point and then went on to win
all six singles matches in straight
sets.
The Broncos winning doubles
teams were Megan Biorkman
and Alissa Ayling at one,
carolina Pongratz and Stacey
Housley at two, and Tiffany Call
and Nadja Woschek at three. In
singles, the Bronco line-up was
·Ayling,....Blorkman, . Woschek,
Pongratz, ColI and Housley. All
~ngl~WinSwerein straight sets
'~galrillnheAggies.. .
OnSatQrday, the Boise state-
women's tennis team defeat-
ed Montana State by a score
BY RMBER FUGER
Sports Writer
this friend pushed Wanl to amaz-
ing heights as a competitor, but
her mother is the one she claims
was most inspirational in her life,
then and now.
These last two.years, Ward has
been inspired, influenced, ac-
cepted, and befriended by a sup-
portive group of girls, her team-
mates. At every meet, you can see
gymnasts lined up around the
backside of the floor, or behind
the start point on the vault run-
way. At practice, the gym echos
with cheers as loud as at any home
meet. The team is more of a fam-
ily, all in support of one another
and there for one another every-
day no matter what, said Ward.
To tone down the conversation,
I asked Ward to put together the
perfect floor routine using one
element of five or six of her fel-
Saturday morning, I Sat down
with 2005's Western Gymnastics
Conference all-around ' champ
and the WGCgymnast of the year,
Lindsay Ward. Enjoying the warm
spring day over a cup of Chi tea,
Ward answered a few questions
about her passion and her life-
long love, gymnastics.
Ward was 10when she first tried
gymnastics. ,
"I was in dance and acrobatics
, and my acrobatic coach suggest-
, ed I try it .... Iloved it,"Ward said,
glowing as she responded. Her
, passion and drive for the sport
only grew as she did, her inspira-
tion derived from wanting to be
just like her best friend.
The need to be just as good as
R PA 'i
low teammates. Smiling, Ward
answered, "I would take Kea
Cuaresma's power, and amaz-
ing tumbling, Tiffany Putnam's
twisting abilities, the, way Katie
Dinsmore shows off her floor
routine and the way she dances,'
I would have to take my turns
and my leaps, and then I would
take Carla Chambers or Lindsay
Thomas's consistency."
Head Coach Sam Sandmire has
commented on Ward's elegance,
grace, and immaculate presence
on floor every meet, but Ward's;
favorite event is bars. "I am pretty,
confident on bars, it's the thing
that I have the most natural talent
for,"Ward said. :
Vault and floor have always
been Ward's weak events, but
Ward still manages to hit and peri
form beautifully in both events
according to Sandmire.
This Saturday marks Wards
second straight appearance at the
NCAA Regional, Championship
meet. This year is a little differ-
ent than last. This year Ward
has accomplished an lndlvidu-
al fourth place NCAA National
Championship finish, winning
the all-around to become the
WGC all-around champ and the
WGCof the Year.Ward is not con-
cerned with all ofthis: shets more
focused on maintaining .team'
confidence. Ward anticipates a
strong showing from herself and
the entire team. The Broncos lose
seven seniors this year and the
ambition to perform well and end
their careers on a high note is the
first goal, qualifying for nationals
Is the ultimate goal.
P111ll1JIJY S'I'ANI.EY BHEWSTElliTHE ARBITEH
Lindsay Ward once again lad the Broncos to a regional championship invite.
Morningchai with. Lindsay Ward
Mattias Jons sets Boise State hammer
record at BYUcougar invitational
• PHIIIO IJY SlANLEY BREWSTEHmlE ARBITEH
Mattias Jons sets school record in the hammer throw.
Freshman Andrew Hocstrasser was named the 2005 PAC-10 freshman of the year.
COURTESY
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Mattias Jons set a school re-
cord in the men's hammer throw
on Friday as the Boise State
University men's and women's
track and field teams opened the
2005 outdoor season at the BYU
Cougar Invitational.
Ions record breaking toss,
which also won the event, was 216
feet, one inch, breaking the mark
of 204-7 set by Stellan Kjellander
in 2002. His throw was also a
NCAA regional qualifying mark.
Ions' teammate Collin Post placed
fifth in the hammer with a throw
of 191·4, but he has a better mark
in the event this season when he
posted a personal best throw of
199-8 on March 25 in Glendale,
Arizona.
Boise State hadtwo other first
place finishes Friday on the
Brigham Young University cam-
pus. Staffan Jonsson won the
men's discus with a regional qual-
Andrew Hocstrasser named Pac-IO
wrestling freshman of the year
posted an overall record pf,29· with first place medals. He fin-
B. He placed third at the Pac-l0 ished first atthe Southern Oregon
Conference Championships in Open in late November, and the
late February and advanced to the annual Reno Tournament of
NCAA National Championships Champions in late December. He
on March 17-19, in St. Louis, also placed second atthe Cowboy
Missouri. Hoehstrasser won his Open in Wyoming and fourth at
first two matches at nationals, be- the Las Vegas Invitational.
fore losing his quarterfinal match Hochstrasser is the first Bronco
to Nick Simmons of Michigan wrestler to win the award since
State. He was knocked out of the it was established in 2000. Boise
tournament in- his first conso- State has never had a student-ath-
lation bracket match by Bobbe lete named the league'swrestlerof
Lowe ofMinnesota. ' the year. Former Boise State head
A native of Tooele, Utah" coach Mike Young was named the
Hochstrasser also competed in Pac-lO Conference coach of the
four other tournaments during year in 1999,2000, ami 2002.
the regular season, finishing two
l
COURTESYBRONCOSPOATS.COM
Boise State University wrestler
Andrew Hochstrasser has been
named the Pac-lO Conference's
freshman of the year for the
2004-05 season. The announce-
ment was made at the same time
the league named Arizona State
University 'heavyweight Cain
Valesquez as the wrestler of the
year, and Sun Devil Head Coach
Thorn Oritz as the coach of the
year.
Competing as a true fresh-
man this season, Hochstrasser
Get Involvedl Applications are now available for the following positions:
1. ASBSUElection Board - 2 openings ,
2. ASBSUFeeProposal Committee - Several openings
, 3. ASBSUFinancial Manager
4. BSUBookstore Advisory Committee - 3 openings
S. BSUChildren's Center Advisory Committee· 1 opening
6. BSUFood Services Advisory Committee - Several openings,
7. BSUNon-discrimlnation /!< Affirmative Action Committee -1 opening
B. BSUParking Citations Appeals Review Board - 1 opening
9. BSUPublications Board· 5 openings ,
10. BSURecreation Center Board of Govemors - 3 openings ' ,
11. BSUStudent Un,lonBoard of Governors - 2 openings \
1i. BSUUniversity Accessibility Committe" - Several openings
13. Cultural. Center Advisory Board -jopenlnq
'14. Senator for College of Applied Technology
15. Senator for College of Health Sciences
16: senatOr for Graduate College
. 17." Women's Center Advisory Center -topenlng , ,.' . ','
For more tnfonnatlon; pleas. contact Personnel Reciuttment Coordinator JOJ(e Ward ai426, 1147.
, ~.' . )0' ",
lfylng mark of 179·4 and 2004All-
American Miruna Mataoanu won '
the women's high jump with a
leap of 5-7.75.
The Broncos did post four other
top-five finishes during the invi-
tational. In the women's discus,
Jennifer Donnatelli placed fifth
witha throwofI41-6. In the men's
shot put, Post was the lone Bronco
to post two top-five finishes as he
placed third with a toss of 51-9.75.
Bryan Brodie placed fifth in the
men's BOO-meters.with a time of
one minute, 51.14 seconds. And
freshman Alina Schimpf from
Boise High took fifth in the pole
vault at 11-5.75.
The Broncos return to the
Treasure Valley for their next
meet on Saturday when they com-
pete in the Northwest Nazarene
University Invitational in Nampa,
Idaho.
The invitational will be the last
time the Broncos are in the state
for the rest of the season.
Check out the monthly Groups of three or
piercing specials, this @W M"N 'II/T7I' more wiil ger discountsmonth Is nostril and Tradilio.,alem:!A'=ma~ ~ on plercings (not
tragus pierclngs for $20 Including soie Items),--.....
All New Moon piercings Include We have designs for the new
the Jewelry and aftercare package with tattoo, and we can create
Instructions. We stand by our piercings, from pictures you bring in.
and offer free follow up service.
NewMoon Tattoo
6422 Fairview Ave. 375-1666
"Perforating the Populous of Idaho"
GEE GOLLYl
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Improve Your
,Score the
Chiropractic Way...
746 W. Main St .> 388-1900
" WE DELIVER'
'Don't surrender
to HUNGERm
,Counter-attack with a
delicious PITAm
$1.00 OFF or
FREE DELIVERY
Open 11-3a.m. Mon-Thurs. U';4a.m. Fri/Sat &
" Noon-3a.m. SUnday
Deliveries stop 30 minutes before closing
Must mention coupon when ordering
r .... .".... ....
II NEED QUICKCASH? I
II
I
II I
I
Donate PJa$mo at IIoIIIIGt USA
earn' $50 the fint week and
$150 per month
GRlfOI..S
Biomat USA,lnc.
caring for people'S health.
I
I
"Man ...sat: 9:00· 5:30
4017 Overland Rd
Bois.,ID837~: ..
Offense.shines. in spring scrimmage BRONCO SPRING FOOTBALL
GAME TO BE BROADCAST ONDuran Cooley returned a Cade
Woolstenhulme interception 68
yards for a touchdown. The de-
fense gave up two touchdowns,
but racked up five sacks from
Alex Guerrero, Kyle Gingg, Mike
Dominguez, Marty Tadman, and
Ben Chuckovich. With the signs
of great defense that were evident
on Friday, there is still room to
grow.
"Wedidn't stop the run as much
as we wanted to," senior defensive
tackle Alex Guerrero said.
Senior All-American offensive
lineman Daryn Colledge evalu-
ated the scrimmage. "We've got a
strong offense coming back, and
we are trying a bunch of young
guys in there," Colledge said. "We
are trying to have a deep set of
twos and threes to make sure we
can compete with those bigger
teams that got a lot of rotation.
We did a lot of good things, every-
body's getting better, and there's
a lot to evaluate."
once and taking the ball inside
the five; Jared Zabransky threw
,seven times, completing six pass-
es for 58 yards. He also ran in a
one-yard touchdown. Lee Marks
also gave the fans an encore of
last season running the ball five
times for a total of 49 yards.
"It feels good to get back," Marks
said. "I think we came out and did
some things well, Some of the
young guys stepped up big time."
Taylor Tharp, who is competing
for the backup quarterback spot,
saw the majority of the action,
completing six of his 15 attempts
- for 107yards. One ofthe highlights
of the scrimmage came on third
and 10,when Tharp completed a
60-yard touchdown pass to junior
wide receive Iovan Hutchinson.
With returning receivers Josh
Smith, Drisan James, and tight
end Derek Schouman sitting on
the sidelines, there were still 10
different receivers with at least 10
or more yards receiving. ..
The defense had their fair share
of highlights as well. On the last
play of the night, sophomore
looked as if the team was up to its
same scheme only with some new
faces. With the first team offense
playing only two series, it seemed
as if the scrimmage was centered
'on the younger players.
Although the first team saw
only limited action, they moved
the ball with consistency, scoring
BY SHRWN RSHBY
Sports Writer
TV AND RADIOThe Boise State football teamcompleted its first full week of
spring practice Friday evening
with their first scrimmage at
Bronco Stadium. With about 400
Bronco faithful in attendance it
KBOI .radio's "The Voice of
the Broncos" will broadcast the
game live again starting at ap-
proximately 6:30p.m. KTVBwill
tape delay the broadcast on a
date to be announced next week
on local cable channel 24/7.
ESPNUwill also tape delay the
broadcast at 10:00 p.m. on April
15. ESPNU will. also re-broad-
cast the game on Sunday, April
17, at 5:00 p.m., and numerous
other times in the weeks follow-
ing the spring game.
ESPNU is a 24-hour college
sports television channel which
made its debut on March 4,2005.
ESPNU launched with about 3
. million subscribers on the e,ast
coast and on Direct TV.
COURTESY
Broncosports.com
In another first for the foot-
ball program at Boise State
University, this year's spring
game on Friday, April 15,will be
broadcast live by KBOI(670AM)
radio, and tape delayed on tele-
vision by KTVBand ESPNU.
The final practice of the spring
season will start with stretching
and speciality drills at 6:00 p.m.
in Bronco Stadium, with the fi-
nal scrimmage starting at ap-
proximately 6:30 p.rn,
Most of the scrimmage will
have the team's number one of-
fensive and defensive units go-
ing against the number two of-
fensive and defensive teams.on THE BR~OUE BLOCK
612 Graue Street
Arizona State officials should have known better
JIMINI CRICKETSl
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It's harder to find fault with
Koetter for not discovering Wade
owned a gun. Neither Dixon
nor soccer player Haley van
Blommestein, the second athlete
to come forward accusing Wade
of making a threat, said they had
seen him with a gun.
Still, Koetter followed up the
rumors. He talked to Wade. He
spoke with Wade's mother. He
asked Wade's,teammates and was
met with blank stares - stares, he
discovered after the murder, that
were hiding lies.
Short of strip-searching Wade
and combing through his apart-
ment, what was Koetter to do?
While ASU is absolved of guilt
in Falkner's murder, it should be
criticized for not coming clean
about Wade's threats when given
the opportunity Monday.
Smith was asked if there was
anything in Wade's past that sug-
gested a violent act. His response,
"There were no indicators that re-
ally popped out at us to say, 'Hey,
this could happen." How could
ASU be so stupid to think Wade's
past acts wouldn't come out?
Now, the athletic department is
not only discredited, it's untrust-
worthy.
"There's no cover-up here,"
Koetter said.
,That's not how it smells or looks .
And to think, ASU could have
avoided the heat of Tuesday's
press conference and the black
eye it has' suffered had it sim-
ply acted responsibly and kicked
Wade off the team.
But that didn't happen.
Now,ASUhas to pay for its mis-
take.
end-guessing had the athletic de-
partment acknowledged the ob-
vious - that Wade was trouble.
"We didn't connect the dots,"
Koetter said.
. How could they not?
Gymnastics coach John Spini
said team member Trisha Dixon
told him that when Wade threat-
ened her last November, Wade told
her, "Don't be walking alone."
"She was afraid for her life,"
Spinisaid.
Both Koetter and Smith knew
of the threat, yet on Tuesday they
said they believed these were re-
lationship issues, not issues por-
tending violence. ,
"Nothing in these two cases led
us to believe he had a violent act
in him," Smith said.
Wade threatens two girls, he's
allegedly in possession of a fire-
arm, and the athletic department
doesn't believe violence is im-
plied?
And shouldn't someone at ASU
be aware that most violent acts
are relationship-oriented?
Here's another head-scratcher:
Wade had begun counseling in
September after telling Koetter he
was thinking of quitting football
because he was afraid of getting
hurt.
Wade stopped going to the ses-
sions at some point, "I don't know
when that was," Koetter said. Yet
ASU's coach saw no need to get
Wade further help after he learned
of the threats.
"In my mind I didn't connect
that with the reason he was seeing
the psychologist," Koetter said. "I
didn't connect it. Nobody did."
Someone should have.
incident where Faulkner was seen
with Wade's girlfriend.
He had been suspended during
the 2004 season for receiving im-
proper benefits from a university
employee.
He had threatened two female
athletes, according to Koeller,
telling one, "Be careful walking
around."
ASUhad been apprised of oth-
er allegations against Wade, al-
legations revealed in only the
most general terms on Tuesday
because, Koetter said, "It serves
no purpose at this point. It won't
bring back Brandon Falkner."
The totality of allegations con-
demning Wade was overwhelm-
ing, yet he was practicing with the
team and expected to be ASU's
No.1 tailback this season.
Falkner didn't get that kid-glove
treatment when he was booted off
the team in June 2002, after be-
ing in court on charges of driv-
ing with a suspended license, no
registration, failure to provide
evidence of financial responsibil-
ity, and a violation of a promise to
appear.
And justice was swift Tuesday,
whenfreshmanlinemenJonathan
Lehmann and Brent Russum were
dismissed from the team after a
female student accused them of
photographing her while she was
nude and without her consent.
But then, Lehmann, Russum,
and Falkner were not potential
1,000-yard rushers, were they?
Koetter said Tuesday it's easy "in
retrospect" to sayWade shouldn't'
have been allowed to wear the
maroon and gold.
Well, there wouldn't be any sec-
BY SCOTT BOROOW
East Vallay Tribuna [Mas a, Rrtz]
Let's be clear from the start:
Arizona State could not have pre-
vented Brandon Falkner's death,
It is Loren Wade who must an-
swer to that charge.
But Wade's continued involve-
ment with the ASU football team
up until Falkner's death is on for-
mer Boise State Head Coach and
current ASU Head Coach Dirk
Koetter and Athletic Director
Gene Smith. At the very least,
University President Michael
Crow should ask himself this
question today: Does Koetter de-
serve to keep his job?
And if you're Ohio State, do you
still want Smith running your
athletic department?
It was astonishing Tuesday to
hear Smith and Koetter rational-
ize their decision not to kickWade
offthe football team.
Dumbfounding, too, wasCrow's
defense of two men Who, had
they acted with just a modicum
of common sense, would have
washed the university's hands of
Saturday morning's shooting.
"No one viewed Loren Wade as
a murderer waiting to act," Crow
said.
That, we can accept. But either
Koetter or Smith should have
viewed Wade as a deeply troubled
individual who had forfeited the
privilege of playing football at
ASU..
Let's review what ASU knew of
Wade before last Saturdaynight's
tragedy where Wade fatally shot
former ASUfottball player Faulker
after what police say followed an
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$450 Group Fundraiser
Scbedullng Bonus
4 hours of your group's
time PLUS our free (yes,
free) fundraising solutions
EQUALS $1,000-$2,000
in earnings for your group.
Call TODAY for a $450
bonus when you schedule
your non-sales 'fundraiser
with Campusf'undraiser,
Contact Campusf'und-
raiser, (888) 923-3238, or
visit www.campusfund-
raiser. com
Babes in the Woods in
home daycare, very small
group, (6). SE Boise, In-
fant thru 3 yrs. 342.5906,
336·0838. Limited open-
ings now available!
'8~ Toyota 4x4. Lifted.
Lots of Chrome. Lots of
Lights. Runs and looks
great! $3200/obo~ Call
412·2495.
'86 Nissan King Cab
4x4. 5 sp. PW/PS AlC.
Tool Box. Looks and runs
great! $2400/obo. Call
412-2495.
'92 Mobile Home Spa-
cious 2/bd 2/ba. Near
BSU on large lot. $17,500.
Call about financing. 342-
1512.
2 10" speakers in custom
boxes. 100 walt amp in-
cluded, $99. Call 331-
8422
7-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice
$450. Call 888-1464
97 Honda Accord EX
V6, wht, 4dr, I10k, sun-
roof, alarm, CDIMP3,
all power, excel. condo
$8599/obo 890-7165
Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
$899, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.
Delta Diamond plated
compact truck bed box,
$99. 331-8422
Full size orthopedic .set,
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 866-
7476
Italian leather couch and
loveseat for sale! Brand
new, still in plastic. Re-
tail $2950, sacrifice $895.
Call 888-1464.
Halo 2®
On the
BIG
SCREEN!
• 16Garners. 4
Screens. Stale-of-the-
Art Surround Sound
WE NE"EDA NEW
MARKETING CAM-
PAIGN BUT WE HAVE
NO BUDGET FOR IT
WHATSOEVER.. I
Queen Pillow Top mat-
tress set. Brand new, still
in plastic. Must sell $129.
Can deliver. 866-7476
Queen Tempurpedic style
visco memory foam mat-
tress. Brand new in plas-
tic. Retail $1500. Must
sell $350 855-9688
IBdrm House/Cottage
for rent. Wood floors, gas
heat, WID, patio. I mile
from BSU. Call 426-8702
2bdl2ba $575/mo. plus
$250 dep. One block from
BSU campus. 1219 S.
Vermont Ave. Call 284-
8527
Cabin Fever?
Time to Move? Afford-
able Living at Brentwood
Apartments 3165 South
Apple 2 BR from $585 3
BR from $645 Garages &
Carports Avl. Near Shop-
ping & BSU Call for our
Specials! Tel: 336-3869
Code #200 EHO
'~
j'US'T' 1lL~~ 'F1I.Q1It-11l~; 680,q.fl.
2Pool$
On SlIDMinauement
. Cablo
All Ub11Uetlndudad
Fllnen Center
Rent: $530
(APlllOx)!'aid t:<ilili" • 560
EIT..uive Rrnr- 8·160
2 Bedroom +Townhomcs
3\llilablc: 696·1150 Sq. Il.
$530· $UOO
Rem- 8520.00
(Appro') r,id Utiliti,,:.S....!i2.!11l@ Eifecti,~ Rcnr- $460.00
'Fcr%,m1t\fornlilIWIIcail'
'I lila @342·6061·
Affordable
Downtown
Living
Newly Built
1&2 Bedrooms
$475 or $595
• Elevators
• Dil"l!crly ocmss from )J'inco
• 24·llour fitness room
• Business Center'
• Secured Acctu
WHO AMONG U5 IS
BRAVE ENOUGH Tb
LEAD 5UCH A BOLD
AND RISKY PROJECT?
)
PrivateLivingAreas & Bath
Shared CommonAmenities
EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600
Tlie Q!,l£1Cf.,011
t/ie Pm-f- .
336-8787
/ Affordable :'\
Furnished Housing
Off-Campus
Starling at $295/mo.
Bring In ad & receive $100
off Ist month rent
Includes all utilities. cable!
computer lab. Open 7 days
a week
BE A BARTENDER,
No experience neces-
sary, hands on training in
Boise, must be 18 yrs or
older, make $100-150 per
shift, job placement/get
certified. Call 333-tips
(8477)
BroncoJobs
I:I')l:!i"iU'iit'W9il,n'j
Looking for
Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
.Internships?
Free job-referral
service
Click BroncoJobs
at http://
career.bolsestate.edu
If you enjoy spending
time with people in need
of help (elderly, hand i-
capped, disabled children)
call us. Requirements: 6-
12 mo. explTB test/CPRi
.Background check, reli-
able trans. a must. PIT.&
FIT work avail. We will
work around your school
schedules Call 321-7896
TURN YOUR
INTERNET
. EXPERIENCE
INTO CASH
WE'REHIAING .
ENTHUSIASTIC
INDIVIDUALS WITH
EXCELLENT VERBAL SKILLS
EVENING and WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILABLE
• PAID TRAINING
• CA$UAL ENVIRONMENT
• 20..\0 HOURSIWEEK
• INCENTIVE PRIZES
$8.00 Ihr
MINIMUM TO START
Please call for
more informationI·· 658~4888 ·1
rmmm·
~
Customer Sales/service
Great Pay
Flexible Schedules
All ages 18+
Conditions. exist
No Exp Nee, We train
CAll 331·2820
Call Mon.·Thurs. 9-.4
Want to spend the summer
at Camp? The Girl Scouts
of Silver Sage Council
arc looking for dedicated,
energetic & enthusiastic
counselors, lifeguards and
kitchen stall' for camps lo-
cated in McCall, Salmon
and Swan Valley. Please
call 800-846-0079j or
email ashaw@girlscouts-
ssc.orgfor more informa-
tion or application packet.
Wireless USA now hiring
(25+ hrs). $7/hr + Com-
mision. Please contact
331-0811 or drop by reo
sume, wireless experience
preferred.
Af~ltBr classlflad aduertlsements are free to
studanta. ClassIfied eds may ba placed three ways:
emell: clesslfleds.arblteronIJne.com
, phone: 3'15-820'llC 100
or stop by the office at 1605UOIuerslty Drlua
(across from tha 5U8).
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Beaver barrier
4 Notes of scales
7 Golfer Curtis
14 Neckline shape
15 Ginger_
16 Put up
17 Pursue
persistently
18 Carpentry tool
19 Comes down
with
20 Trapper's traps
22 "Silver Streak"
star
23 _ Alamos, NM
24 Actress Sandra
25 Oxidizes
29 Soft, thick lump
31 Itemize
32 Grand
NationatPark
33 Goals
34 Real follower?
35100 sq. meters
37 Extinct bird
38 Still energetic
39 Peggy or Spike
40 Traveler's rest
41 Soviet dictator
42 Jack of talk
shows
43 Nicker
45 Shipshape
46 Behaves
47 Angry look
48 Blasting letters
49 To the point
50 Looks
everything
52 Slow movers
55 One chemical
bond
58 Part of a tour
59 As well
60 Nielsen figures
61 Moray_
62 Call off
63 Temples and
navels
64 Lowest bill
65 Adriatic or
Caspian
DOWN
1 Home movie
letters?
2 Semi-eternity?
3 Ego gone mad
3
14
17
20
33
37
40
43
47
60
63
© 2005 Tribune Medie Servlcee, Inc.
All rights reserved.
Solutions4 Emits a beam of
light
5 Woeful word
6 Put In stitches
7 1973 Triple
Crown winner
8 Cafeteria carrier
9 Replied SWiftly
with wit
10 Accumulate
11 Utmost
12 Horse command
13 Wynn and
Begley --~==lm~R21 Holds up
22 Deadly .
24 Far-off quality
26 Cavern hangers
27 Ripped into
28 Expressions of
scorn
29 Las Vegas
business
30 Train-set brand
name
31 Pre~Easter
season
35 Camp quarters
38 Seating in
theaters
42 Family man
44 Cheesy crust
49 Viewpoint
51 Boundary
52 Observed
10 11 12 138 9
04/04/05
53 "The _ Ranger"
54 Scotch mixer
55 Old hand
56 Dumbo's wing
57 Mom-and·pop
grp.
58 Zodiac sign
s
By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 4 _ It'll take a while
to learn how to use the latest
technology, but that's nothing
compared to the time you'll save.
Get into it.
Today's Birthday (04·04~05)
Others look to you for leadership
this year. Rely on your experience,
and tactics that worked before.
Don't lose momentum when you
make a mistake. You don't have
time for that.To get the advantage,
check the day's rating: 10 is the
easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Leo (July 23·Aug. 22)
Today is a 9 _ True love is based
more on substance than on
symbolism, you know. Choose
the person who makes you think
to be your permanent partner. The
confrontation will keep you sharp.Aries (March 21-April19)
Today is an 8 _ Conditions are
good for meeting with others to
figure out what to do next. You've
got the idea, they know what to do,
and voila! You're on your way.
Taurus (April20·May 20)
Today is a 5 _ Take your time as
you decide which items to buy,
and which to do without. You
have a talent for setting priorities,
especially where money's
concerned.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 9 _ Romance and
travel are both highly favored.
You're also very good at soaking
up information and teaching it, .
practically at the same time. This
ought to be fun.
Virgo (Aug. 23·Sept. 22)
Ioday is a 4 _ You're pretty good
with electronics and other kinds of
new technology, after you get into
it. Be patient with yourself.
Libra (Sept. 23·0ct. 22)
Today is an 8 _ A meaningful
conversation with an exciting
person can help you discover
the next step in your spiritual
evolution. Study religion from a
scientific point of view, and vice
versa.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 5 _ There's lots of
activity going on at your place, and
creativity is required. It's good to
have a plan, of course, but don't
get too attached to it.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22·Dcc. 21)
Today is an 8 _ You're a rather
independent type, but lately you
may find you've been in the mood
to make a commitment. Go ahead
_ the sooner, the better.
Capricorn (Dec.22·Jan. 19)
Today is a 5 _ Cleaning out your
closets is a chore you don't relish,
but this time it could be quite
profitable. Keep sorting and filing
and putting things away, and you'll
be well rewarded.
Aquarius (Jan. 20·Feb. 18)
Today is a 9 _ Your investigation
goes very well now, with one
thing leading to another. Continue
to seek the truth and it shall be
revealed to you.
Pisces (Feb. 19-Marcb 20)
Today is a 4 _ The work you're
. doing behind the scenes is making
a good impression. You're not
asking for fame or glory, and that
adds to your credibility.
(t) 2005. TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES·INC.
Distributed by Knight Ridder-
Tribune Information Services.
OKAY. YOU'RE_
DOING THE
WORST JOB OF
HIDING UNDER
THE TABLE ..
TheReelTheatreis happyto announcethe launch ofHalo2IIlGameNightat theNorlhgate
Reel Theatres. The event starts on Friday,February4'"@ midnightand runs unbl3am
Salurdaymorning.Thiswillbecomea weeklyevent(withe possibilityo!morenighlSbeing
addedlaleron)at the NorlhgateReelTheatreon6950W; Sate ST.inBoise.Thecostwill
be $10perpersonplayingand$3 forpersonswatt.:hing.Formoreinfdonationontitisor to
. currentmovieInfoonation,please I;llU 377-2620or visilWIWI.reeftheatre.com.Comeon
overtotheNorthgaleReelandgel yourgamero!
'!l:lxSllo/iS) &Sann_rho/(s)rerxtl1e<1br~_AIttosonCctpot1il!a>'
'XbO.. &Hail~ ... _ 'Oi1"'-'or_olifDtlS1lll ttt:oelfrireOS_lnO/llef_'
FROM NOW ON, MY
NICKNAME WILL BE
-THE WIZARD.' IT
SPEAK5 TO MY GURU
STATU5.
)
I NEED A NICK-
NAME TO CREATE
THE ILLUSION OF
COMPETENCE,
I
I
I THINK I'LL CALL
YOU "THE LIZARD:
IT SPEAKS TO YOUR
SMALL BP..A.IN AND
LACK OF AMBITION.
)..
I
I
PLEASE
DON'T.
I
LET'S 5EE
WHICH ONE
CATCHE5 ON
QUICKER.
)
i:
PIlIITUBYSli\NLEY BIIEWSll1lrrHE AllElTEll.,
A healthy Derek Schouman (above left) and newcomer Jerard Rabb (above right) should enhance the passing game In 2005 for the Boise State football team.
Deeptalent of receruars will glue an edge tolhe offense
BY TREVOR HORN
Sports Editor
that they know they have. lames caught
40 passes for 568 yards and one score,
in route to being named to the AII-
WAChonorable mention team. Behind
James on the depth chart this spring is
senior Chris Christopher, who had 197
yards receiving last year that trails only
James for players on this years roster of
returning receivers.
Another player looking to make his
mark as a receiver this season is former
backup quarterback Legadu Naanee.
The junior made the transition during
the season last year and caught four
passes for 79 yards. He no longer is of
the mindset that he is a converted re-
ceiver, but just a receiver. The threat of
him being able to line up at receiver, or
tight end, or slot, or even quarterback
make him a serious utility player that
will strengthen the depth at every posi-
tion, Add in the fact that he is 6 foot, 2
inches and weighs 233 pounds, Naanee
is not only big, but he is quick also. He
is slated to return kicks for the Broncos
also.
"He's a big guy that can do a lot of
things, so it's a matter of not only his
height, but his weight, that makes it
typically tough to defend," Hawkins
said.
The third player behind James is red;
shirt freshman Vinnie Perretta.- The
former walk-on from Carlsbad, Callf.,
was named the scout team player of the
year during the fall, and that earned
him a scholarship.
The players on the opposite side to
James will be given the dubious honor
of replacing first-team All-WACreceiv-
erT,J.Acree.
Josh Smith is the number one player
on the depth chart. The senior caught
seven passes for 72 yards last season,
as he was still in a learning stage in the
complex Bronco offensive scheme.
Senior Jason Murray returns for the
Broncos after catching four passes for
43 yards. But, there are two other re-
ceivers that will be suiting up for the
first time this fall that possess great
talent and buzz for the Broncos.
Senior Cole Clasen spent last fall on
the practice squad after transferring to
Boise State from Oregon State. Clasen is
a speedy receiver that is molded much
like Acree. He received accolades dur-
ing the fall and spring for his ability to
outrun most of the secondary players
on the team.
The other receiver may be the most
highly touted recruit to come to Boise
State. Junior college transfer Ierard
Rabb will bring in his 83 catches for
1,368 yards and 15 touchdowns to the
Broncos this year. Rabb is huge and can
move around with quickness.
"He's a fantastic playmaker. Very
smooth, good speed," Hawkins said of
Rabb.
Standing at 6'3" and 200 pounds, if
he and Naanee line opposite each oth-
er at any point this season, the Broncos
could easily resemble the Louisville
receivers that dwarfed the Boise State
receivers on NewYear's Eve.
One incoming freshman that could
make an impact this season is Jeremy
Childs. Rivals.com has Childs listed as
the 17th best receiving recruit this off-
season, following a career where he
had over 1100 yards receiving in his
career at Los Alamitos High School in
Southern California.
Iovan Hutchinson may have put his
name in the hat also after he caught
a sideline pass in the scrimmage and
dashed down the field for the lone re-
ceiver touchdown on Friday.
When Schouman was healthy at
the beginning of last year, he was
Zabransky's go-to-guy. He wasayerag-
ing 73 yards receiving per game before
he went down with a leg injury. He re-
turned later on and showed that form
once again versus Louisville with 53
yards. Schouman is hampered once
again this spring, but it does not look
serious enough to keep him offthe field
against Georgia on Sept. 3.
Backing him up will be Sherrn Blaser,
who caught four catches for,65 yards
last season in Schaum an's absence.
Ryan Putman and converted lineback-
er Jared Hunter are also going to line up
this season at tight end in the numer-
ous double tight formations that the
Broncos run. .
This season's receivers for the Boise
State Broncos are the biggest they have
ever been. They could also be most tal-
ented and deepest. There were thirteen
different players who caught a pass in
the first spring scrimmage on Friday
evening, despite Drisan James, Josh
Smith, and tight end Derek Schouman
not suiting up.
The old and new receivers will give
junior quarterback Jared Zabransky
numerous options with their depth.
Throw in tight end Derek Schouman
hopefully coming back for a full season,
the Broncos may be as lethal through
the air as they can be running the ball.
"I think there's a ton of potential
there," Head Coach Dan Hawkins said.
"There is probably eight, nine, ten guys
that you can count on to get something
done, but it's just a case of who's going
to show up on a consistent basis and
make plays."
James gives the Broncos a true threat
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